Security information for Crypto Custody Services

The following security information apply to the use of Crypto Custody Services provided by Solaris Digital Assets GmbH (the "Crypto Custodian"):

- Always make sure that the access data for the use of Crypto Custody Services are kept secret and protect them from unauthorized access by third parties.

- Transactions via the blockchain are irreversible. They cannot be technically reversed and are made at your own risk. Therefore, when making crypto asset transactions, always make sure that you have entered the correct blockchain address when sending crypto assets, respectively that you correctly communicate your blockchain address for receiving crypto assets.

- Crypto assets can only be successfully transferred to other blockchain addresses if the recipient address supports the same crypto asset as the sender address. Thus, an ETH address cannot receive crypto assets such as BTC or USDC, which can lead to a total loss of the sent crypto assets. Therefore, always make sure that the recipient address supports the crypto assets being sent.

- Transactions on the blockchain are stored permanently and publicly on the blockchain. However, only the cryptic blockchain address is publicly accessible, not your real name. We therefore advise against publicly disclosing your blockchain address in conjunction with your clear name.

- Crypto assets are repeatedly the target of fraudulent attacks. Always make sure of the legitimacy of a transaction before transacting crypto assets and seek expert advice if in doubt. Even in cases of fraud, the Crypto Custodian cannot reverse transactions.

- The use of Crypto Custody Services via the partner frontend requires a stable internet connection. Make transactions only if you have a stable internet connection to reduce the risk of technical failures.

- The holding and trading in crypto assets may trigger tax obligations. The Crypto Custodian does not assess any tax obligations in this respect and also does not carry out any reports. You must assess any tax obligations on your own responsibility or obtain expert advice.

- Some crypto assets are experimental products. Inform yourself independently about the technical backgrounds, accruing network fees and performance of your crypto assets. The Crypto Custodian has no influence on this and does not provide any information or recommendations.

- Crypto assets are subject to different regulations around the world. Find out about local regulations before making any foreign-related transactions.